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Avoiding filler words 
You might have noticed yourself filling the silences in your 
speaking with sound and words, like “um,” “well,” “you know,” 
and “like.” But the best speakers tend to use fillers infrequently, 
or not at all. So what can you do to minimize or remove such filler 
words from your speaking? Read on for some tips! 
 

1. Record and review 
While it might not always be fun, recording yourself giving a talk 
and watching it to analyze your speaking is a truly great way to 
become aware of habits like excessive filler words. When 
watching yourself, keep a count of how many times you use 
fillers. Then, think about when you use them. Was it when you 
were trying to think of the right word? Was it when you lost your 
train of thought? 
 
If you notice a pattern of when fillers appear in your speaking, 
practice being silent when the same thing happens in your next 
speech or practice session. Committing yourself to be silent in 
those moments will help you.  
 

2. Embrace silence 
Often, speakers use fillers because they want to fill what would 
otherwise be a silence. But in many cases, silence can be used to 
good effect. For example, a pause can grab an audience’s 
attention, which allows a speaker to emphasize a point. Silent 
pauses can also help indicate where one idea or section of a talk 
ends and another begins. Using silences requires a speaker to be 
comfortable with silence, however. Pauses of one to two seconds 
may feel long when you are speaking, but listeners are likely to 
hear the pause as brief.  
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3. Prepare carefully 
Many filler words appear in speaking because the person who is 
talking is thinking of a good way to phrase a thought. But if you 
have key words and phrases in your notes – or well memorized – 
you are less likely to struggle to find the right words. Planning 
well-considered content and practicing your talk will help keep 
words flowing. If you do lose your train of thought or can’t 
remember a word, however, a brief silent pause for thought is 
likely to seem more prepared and professional than filler words. 
 
4. Strategize your transitions 
Likely, you organize your talks with some sort of logical principle 
that helps you sequence information. It is helpful to signal 
relationships between ideas to your audience by using clear 
transitions words and signposting. To assist you in avoiding filler 
words, make sure that you have planned your talk’s transitions. 
This will let you make smooth segues that do not send you 
scrambling to find appropriate words and phrases; in turn, that is 
likely to minimize your impulse to use filler words. 
 
5. Pace yourself 
Many people rush their words when they feel nervous. This can 
cause your speech to move at a faster rate than your thinking, 
leading to filler words appearing so that your brain can catch up. 
To aid in reducing filler words, then, practice keeping a steady 
speaking pace – and if you catch yourself speeding up during a 
talk, take a breath and slow down a little. Since a fast pace can 
also hinder audience members from really hearing what you say, 
working to keep your pace moderate will help you in other ways, 
too!   
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